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Abstract

Insuﬃcient knowledge about aerosol-cloud interactions has caused uncertainty in the Earth Radiation Budget. Lack of information about aerosol
type, composition and concentration on global and regional scales also has
restrained numerous eﬀorts that have been made in the past to quantify the
modulation of cloud properties by aerosols. Clouds, which cover more than
half of the earth at any given time, have a key role in radiation budget. Most
of the work has been done so far to understand modulation of cloud microphysical properties (in visible spectrum) by aerosols neglecting the thermal
part. Satellites play unique role in improving knowledge about aerosol-cloud
interactions through their ability to quantify spectral signatures of clouds
and uniform, continuous sampling of the earth. Using long-term satellite
data evaluations, this study reveals an entirely new aspect of these interactions and suggests that there exists indirect aerosol eﬀect in the thermal
spectrum. It suggests that anthropogenic aerosols, ﬁner particles in particular, and cloud top temperature co-vary. This thermal eﬀect could be equally
important and hence cannot be neglected in radiation budget studies. First
evidence of the impact of ship emissions on cloud properties over coastal waters is also presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and motivation
1.1

Introduction

Aerosols of anthropogenic origin and their role in the climate of the Earth
are being studied extensively in the last few decades. The questions like, ”Do
aerosols through their complex interactions with clouds compensate the global
warming? Or do they slow down the hydrological cycle? What exactly is
their role in Earth’s Radiation Budget (ERB)?”, are being investigated and
debated both on regional and global scales [1][2]. Still there remains high
uncertainty in their role in the ERB and its magnitude [1]. This uncertainty
arises, ﬁrstly, from the high spatio-temporal variability of aerosols. Secondly,
their complex interactions with radiation and clouds are not fully understood
and hence are not properly parameterised in regional or global numerical
models. And thirdly, lack of observations on a global scale makes it further
diﬃcult to quantify direct and indirect eﬀects of aerosols.
The ability of describing the spectral signatures of aerosols and clouds and
their uniform sampling of the earth are making satellites increasingly useful
in reducing this uncertainty. Several studies have been published on both
regional and global scales to understand aerosol-cloud interactions with the
help of remotely sensed data [3][4][5][6][7][8][9]. The ﬁndings presented in this
dissertation will reveal an entirely new aspect of aerosol-cloud interactions.

5

The following sections explain the aerosol direct and indirect eﬀects and the
motivation for this study.

1.2

Aerosol-cloud interactions

Aerosols, the tiny particles suspended in the atmosphere, have manifold direct and indirect eﬀects on the climate system. These eﬀects are explained
below with reference to Fig. 1.1. Aerosols enhance scattering or the absorption of solar radiation depending upon the type, composition and concentration. This is called the direct eﬀect. An increase in the aerosol concentration
leads to more cloud condensation nuclei reducing the cloud droplet radius
and thus increasing cloud albedo. This is known as ﬁrst indirect aerosol effect or Twomey eﬀect. Numerous studies report observational evidence for
this eﬀect [5][6]. These smaller droplets are less eﬃcient in coalescence resulting in longer cloud life time and reduced precipitation, the eﬀect known
as second indirect aerosol eﬀect. There are only few studies that attempt to
detect and quantify this eﬀect [8].
Aerosols that are strongly absorbing, e.g. black carbon, can reduce cloud
albedo. Solar heating of boundary layer by such aerosols can lead to surface warming, thus evaporating some of the clouds and allowing more solar
radiation to reach the ground. This is termed semi-direct eﬀect [2]. There
is no observational evidence so far for this eﬀect. The global mean top of
the atmosphere aerosol forcing range from −0.5 to +0.2W/m2 as reported
in diﬀerent publications. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) in its Third Assessment Report (2001) estimated the aerosol indirect
forcing to be mainly negative reaching up to 2W/m2 but with very low level
of scientiﬁc understanding [1].
Inspite of having such a key role in the radiation budget and in earth’s climate, quantiﬁcation of the direct and indirect aerosol eﬀect is rather diﬃcult
owing to limited knowledge about aerosol type, composition and concentration on a global scale.

6

Figure 1.1: Direct and indirect aerosol eﬀects. Clean clouds in unpolluted environment
have larger droplets. Aerosols enhance scattering or absorption of solar radiation through
the direct eﬀect (DE). Polluted clouds have smaller droplets, increased cloud albedo, longer
life time and reduced precipitation eﬃciency, combined in the indirect eﬀects of aerosols
(AIEs). Heating of the boundary layer can evaporate clouds allowing more solar radiation
to reach the surface, termed semi-direct eﬀect (SDE). Note: Figure not to the scale.

1.3

Background, hypothesis and outline of the
thesis

As described above, emphasis so far has been to understand how aerosols
modulate cloud albedo and microphysics. Observationally, this modulation
results in a cloud reﬂectance change to be seen in the visible or near-infrared
part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Cloud reﬂectance at visible and/or
near-infrared wavelengths from satellite or airborne sensors are further used
in many studies for the retrieval of microphysical properties of clean and
polluted clouds, often in order to analyze indirect aerosol eﬀects. But no
study is known to me that examines an indirect aerosol eﬀect in the thermal

7

part of the spectrum, which might be observed through a change in cloud
top temperatures.
This study tries to present ﬁrst evidence that there exists an indirect
aerosol eﬀect in the thermal range. Our hypothesis is that the increase in
aerosol number concentration, in particular ﬁne aerosols, may lift cloud tops
thereby reducing cloud top temperatures and inducing higher variability. An
increase in aerosol load lead to increase in cloud condensation nuclei and
smaller cloud droplets. So the droplet growth by coalescence is less eﬃcient.
The updrafts in this case, out-balance the downdrafts and hence cloud tops
are higher. Further, smaller droplets that are uplifted will freeze at higher altitudes releasing even more latent heat and resulting in increased convection.
Two studies which are independent in their approach are explained here to
detect increase in cloud tops due to the pollution.
Both studies are performed over Central or North-western Europe, mainly
because more reliable emission inventories are available there compared to
other regions of the world. The ﬁrst study evaluates changes in cloud top temperatures over a part of Central Europe as a function of air pollution. Variability and changes in cloud top temperatures for the two distinct episodes
of very high pollution (1985-88) and much lower pollution (1997-00) in terms
of sulphur dioxide and particulate matter are analysed and compared using
long-term satellite measurements from the same sensor type. Details are
given in chapter 3.
Even though the pollution over land is decreasing, ship emissions over European seas continue to grow. From the year 2015 onwards, sulphur dioxide
emissions from ships are projected to exceed those from land. 90 percent of
all ship emissions originate from within 90 km of the coast. In that context,
impact of these emissions on cloud properties over coastal areas is assessed
in a second study. The study area is chosen in such a way that it covers
the English Channel and the top three polluting harbours in Europe, namely
Rotterdam (Netherlands), Antwerp (Belgium) and Milford Haven (United
Kingdom). Details are given in chapter 4.

8

In all, almost ten years of satellite data from Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) onboard two NOAA satellites (NOAA-9 and
NOAA-14) at 4 km spatial resolution are used. Also data from the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) onboard the Terra satellite
and the Pathﬁnder AVHRR Land (PAL) dataset are used for validation.
The total data size exceeds 800 Gigabytes. As the data are in raw format,
a rigorous quality control is applied. All the technical details about data,
its quality checks, calibration, cloud detection algorithm and validation are
given in chapter 2. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and an outlook is also
presented.
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Chapter 2
Radiometric calibration and
validation
2.1

Satellite data and the AVHRR instrument

Satellites have become an integrate part of everyday human life since about
4 decades. Meteorological satellites, in particular, ever since the ﬁrst launch
in 1960, have contributed considerably to the understanding of the Earth
system, which otherwise would not have been possible. Information regarding almost all components of the Earth system like atmosphere, land and
biosphere and cryosphere has been extensively used by scientists in trying to
understand processes, to monitor and manage earth resources and in planning. For example, our knowledge about clouds which are a very important
but most uncertain component of the atmosphere has increased considerably
because of the ability to detect cloud types, properties from the uniform and
continuous observation of the entire globe from satellites in diﬀerent spectral
channels. To derive accurate and reliable information from the data, one has
to understand the characteristics of the data, its preprocessing and ﬁnally, the
retrieval algorithms for the desired products. This chapter provides technical
details about the preprocessing steps of calibration, atmospheric correction
11

and validation of satellite data which are key steps in any remote sensing
product generation scheme. The Global Area Coverage (GAC) data at nominal resolution of 4 km from AVHRR/2 onboard NOAA-9 and/or NOAA-14
are used in both studies. This GAC data in level 1b come in raw format,
in the sense that data are encoded bitwise, not calibrated and not corrected
for the atmospheric inﬂuence. Firstly, data are decoded, quality checks are
applied to this raw data. This quality controlled data are then calibrated,
atmospheric correction is applied, and ﬁnally the cloud detection algorithm
separates clouds. Here only cloudy pixels are used for the statistical analysis.
AVHRR Instrument:
The AVHRR instrument has dimensions of 25cm × 36cm × 76cm, weighs
27 kg and needs power of about 25 W . The instrument consists of a baseplate, a radiant cooler, the scanner assembly and an electronics unit. The
base plate is a bench to which everything is attached. It has a blackbody
acting as Internal Calibration Target (ICT) and four Platinum Resistance
Thermometers (PRT) which measure the temperature of ICT. The scanner
motor rotates at 360 rpm. The scan mirror makes an angle of 45◦ with the
telescope axis and scans continuously in east-west direction with scanning
angle of ± 55◦. The optical subsystem consists of a 20 cm diameter afocal
telescope and sets of dichroics, ﬁlters and detectors. The detectors for three
thermal infrared channels are operated at 107K. Five channel AVHRR/2
instrument has 2 channels in the solar spectrum, 2 channels in the thermal
infrared window and one channel that is inﬂuenced by both the solar and
thermal spectrum. Details are given below in Table 2.1.

2.2

Radiometric calibration

Radiometric calibration relates the output from the instrument to the intensity of the radiation incident on the instrument. In other words, the process to convert the detector output (which ranges from 0 to 1023, in case of
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Table 2.1: Spectral bandwidth of AVHRR/2 channels
Channel

Spectral Range (µm)

1

0.58-0.68

2

0.725-1.10

3

3.55-3.93

4

10.30-11.30

5

11.50-12.50

AVHRR because of 10-bit radiometric resolution) into the reﬂectance/albedo
or brightness temperature values. Various aspects of calibration include :
• Determination of spectral response function for all the channels
• Pre-launch calibration of all the channels
• In-ﬂight calibration of thermal infrared channels
• Post-launch calibration

2.2.1

Spectral response function and pre-launch calibration

Detector is supposed to sense the radiation with wavelength λ within certain
wavelength range λ1 and λ2 . So the radiation received at the sensor is passed
through the ﬁlter which should be opaque for λ < λ1 and λ > λ2 and should
allow radiation within the λ1 to λ2 range. But the ideal ﬁlter does not
exist. A full set of graphs of the spectral response functions are given in
the NOAA Polar Orbiter Data Users Guide [11]. The values of the spectral
response function for thermal channels are needed for in-ﬂight radiometric
calibration.
Pre-launch calibration is well described in [12]. In case of visible channels,
the basic objective of pre-launch calibration is to establish simple regression
between the reﬂectance factor of the integrating sphere source with that of
13

AVHRR digital counts under diﬀerent illuminating conditions. An integrating sphere of 30 or 40 inches diameter with 12 lamps is used to compute the
radiance values and detector output at diﬀerent illuminating conditions. For
the thermal channels, the tests are carried out in a vacuum test chamber
which simulates space conditions. The scan mirror rotates at six revolutions per second. The output from each detector is ampliﬁed, digitised and
recorded. The data are collected by changing the temperature of the laboratory blackbody between 175K and 315K, in 10K steps between 175K and
290K, in 5K steps above 290K. This procedure is repeated for the three
values of ICT temperatures of 10◦ C, 15◦ C and 20◦ C. AVHRR channels 3, 4
and 5 are calibrated by a two-point in-ﬂight calibration using two sources of
radiation, deep space and ICT. Thus for two points we have the values for
temperature and digitised scanner output. Then straight line can be ﬁtted
to compute the relationship [10].

2.2.2

Post-launch calibration

Details of post-launch calibration are given below.
For solar channels:
There are three broad categories of methods available for the post-launch
calibration of solar channels of satellite radiometers with no on-board calibration.
• Methods that use the simultaneous aircraft and satellite observations
of a test area
• Methods that use both model simulations and satellite measurements
• Methods that apply statistical procedures to data to detect trends in
the relative degradation of the radiometer.
So far, various methods of post-launch calibration have been developed
using approaches mentioned above making it diﬃcult to decide which one
is better and more accurate. We assessed the impact of three well-known
14

calibration methodologies on cloud albedo. First one was proposed in [13].
It uses the south-eastern part of the Lybian desert as a radiometrically stable
target and monitors the degradation of the AVHRR sensor. It is hereafter
referred as RC method (Rao and Chen method). The second method [14]
referred hereafter as KH method (Kaufman and Holben method) uses atmospheric scattering, ocean glint and desert reﬂection to calibrate AVHRR solar
reﬂectances. And ﬁnally, the third method [15] referred to as CP method
(Che and Price method) is just the linear regression of all the calibration
coeﬃcients derived from diﬀerent methods. The variation in low level cloud
albedo over the study area of Europe is shown in Fig. 2.1. All three methods
result in diﬀerent cloud albedos for the same month. Fortunately all methods
show similar variability. So any method would be suitable for trend analysis.
Also albedo values from all three methods show similar spatial pattern. For
example, cloud albedo averaged for the month of May 1982 from these methods (Fig. 2.2) show similar spatial pattern. Further analysis and a simple
comparison with the ﬁeld experiment data from the MODIS Airborne Simulator (ASTEX, 1992, and WINTEX, 1999 Campaigns) show that albedos
computed with the RC method are closer to reality and thus are used in this
study.
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Figure 2.1: Variation of monthly mean low level cloud albedo for study area over Europe
using three calibration methods (RC method: green, KH method: blue, and CP method:
red) for the summer season (May, June, July and August) from 1985 to 1988.
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Figure 2.2: Cloud albedo averaged for the month of May 1982 from 3 diﬀerent methods
of calibration a) RC method, b) KH method, and c) CP method. While the methods show
variation in albedo values, a similar spatial pattern is observed.
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For thermal channels:
The radiance measured by the sensor (channel i) is computed as a linear
function of the input data values as follows,
Elin = Si C + Ii

(2.1)

where Elin is the radiance value in W/(m2 ∗ sr ∗ cm−1 ), C is the input
data value (ranging from 0 to 1023 counts), and Si and Ii are respectively
the scaled slope and intercept values. The scaled thermal channel slope
values are in units of W/(m2 ∗ sr ∗ cm−1 ) per count and the intercept is in
W/(m2 ∗ sr ∗ cm−1 ). The conversion to brightness temperature from radiance
is performed using the inverse of Planck’s radiation equation as,
T (E) =



C2 ν

ln 1 +

C1 ν 3
Elin



(2.2)

where T is the temperature (K) for the radiance value Elin , ν is the
central wave number of the channel (cm−1 ), and C1 and C2 are constants
(C1 = 1.1910659 × 10−5 W/(m2 ∗ sr ∗ cm−4 ) and C2 = 1.438833cmK).
Nonlinearity correction : Hg-Cd-Te detectors are used in channels 4
and 5 of AVHRR, which are slightly nonlinear in their response to incoming
radiation. The process responsible for this is the Auger recombination which
results in an increase in the rate of recombination of electron hole pairs as the
number density of electrons and holes increases at higher values of incoming
radiance. We used the alternate method supplied by NESDIS for handling
the nonlinearity which can be applied to radiances instead of brightness temperatures. For each instrument and for each channel, three coeﬃcients (A,
B, and D) of a quadratic equation are supplied in Section 1.4 of Polar Orbiter
Users Guide [11] for all spacecraft from NOAA-13 onwards. The following
quadratic equation can be used to compute the corrected radiance, RAD
from the ”linear” radiance, Rlin as,
2
RAD = ARlin + BRlin
+D

18

(2.3)

This new treatment of non-linearity should be an improvement over the
previous method, because 1) it is less sensitive to noise in the thermal/vacuum
test data, 2) it gives the user a choice of correcting either the radiance or the
brightness temperatures, and 3) it has been applied retrospectively in the
NOAA/NASA Pathﬁnder program [11].

2.2.3

Need for post-launch calibration

There are four important issues that determine the need for post-launch
calibration of AVHRR data and the assessment of the accuracy of thermal
channel calibration.
a. Eﬀect of sensor degradation: Sensitivity of the sensor degrades with
time. Various studies have shown that the sensitivity of the sensor has decreased with time and has aﬀected the long-term records of AVHRR-derived
products in climate and global change studies. Here, we take into account
this degradation and compute the correct calibration coeﬃcients to avoid
any trend obtained to be misinterpreted. Fig. 2.3 shows the rather strong
degradation rates for the solar channels of NOAA-7, -9 and -11.
b. Eﬀect of orbital drift: The NOAA satellites are designed to operate
in a sun-synchronous orbit to provide daily observations at the same local
time. But especially in the case of afternoon satellites providing daylight
measurements there is normally a drift to later observation time. This aﬀects
the measured signal because of changing attenuation of incoming radiation
and surface anisotropy under changing illumination conditions. The Fig. 2.4
shows how the local observation time for diﬀerent satellites has changed with
time.
c. Eﬀect of solar contamination and inconsistency of PRT and
ICT values: The response of ICT is assumed to be invariant in time. But
there can be a change in the response of ICT because of sunlight impinging on
the baseplate which causes disagreement between the sensor measured radiometric output of the onboard blackbody and its bulk temperature measured
by the PRTs. This eﬀect occurs as the spacecraft moves out of the shadow of
19

Figure 2.3: Relative degradation rates of the solar channels of AVHRR onboard of
NOAA-7, -9 and -11 [13].

the earth at spacecraft sunrise. Solar contamination can introduce an error
of about 0.5K for the 3.7 µm channel and about 0.25K for thermal infrared
channels. Secondly, the thermal inertia of PRTs and nonlinear relationship
between mean ICT temperature used for calibration and the individual temperature reported by the PRTs introduces uncertainty about the thermal
state of ICT [17].
d. Inter-satellite calibration: AVHRR/2 instrument is mounted on
both the NOAA-9 and NOAA-14 satellites. But the information derived
from these instruments is not directly comparable because two instruments
can never be identical. Also observation geometry and degradation rate of
sensor could diﬀer from each other. Hence intercalibration is indispensable if
the satellite data is to be used for long-term trend analysis or climate studies
[13].
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Figure 2.4: Changes in equatorial crossing times of NOAA satellites since 1985 [16].

2.3

How are these problems handled?

Most recent post-launch calibration coeﬃcients for NOAA-9 (given in [13])
and for NOAA-14 for visible channels of AVHRR take into account degradation. Inter-satellite calibration is performed for the thermal channels in
this study. Thus the ﬁrst and fourth problem is taken into account. Averaging over the huge amount of day-time data (for 4 years) would suppress
or dampen the eﬀect of the third problem. The thermal channels can show
noise in the observed brightness temperatures because of the inconsistency
in the ICT and PRT measurements. So the observed noise is compared to
the Noise Equivalent Temperature Diﬀerence limit (NEdT limit) which is a
representative of the limit of noise for channels 4 and 5 of NOAA-9 and -14.
For all the values of the brightness temperatures (200K to 350K), the noise
21

is found to be within the speciﬁed NEdT limits (see Appendix A) [Jerry T.
Sullivan, NOAA, pers. communications, 2004].
A novel approach of using melting sea ice is used to monitor the thermal
channel stability. During the sea ice melt, surface temperature is very close
to 273.15K. If calibrated accurately, thermal infrared channel measurements
should come close to this temperature. Two regions in the Kara Sea were
selected where sea ice melt starts in June every year (Fig. 2.5). The onset
of sea ice melt over these 2 regions can vary each year. For example, it was
June 7 in the year 1998, while it was June 3 in the year 2000. In the last
few days of June, ice might melt considerably forming a small pond. A cloud
detection algorithm may ﬂag some of the days as cloudy or mixed. So, in
all, between 7 to 20 days in June were available for the analysis. The Fig.
2.6 displays mean temperature from AVHRR onboard two diﬀerent satellite
platforms (NOAA-9 and NOAA-14) for the month of June for both regions
in the Kara Sea over a study period of eight years. The thermal channels
are found to be stable enough and are able to reproduce the melting sea
ice temperatures with an accuracy suﬃcient for our study, if CTT changes
surmount 1.0K.

22

Figure 2.5: The MODIS image of the day 2 June 2002 showing two regions (R1 and
R2) in the Kara Sea, where stability analysis of the thermal channels of the AVHRRs is
performed. The regions are 1x2 degrees in size with the coordinates of top left corner at
(72.5N, 57.5E), and (71.5N, 60.0E) respectively.
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Figure 2.6: Channel 4 brightness temperatures of melting sea ice averaged for the month
of June over two regions in the Kara Sea. GAC data for 8 years from NOAA-9 and NOAA14 are used to assess the stability of thermal channels.
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2.4

Atmospheric correction, cloud detection
and related uncertainties

Reﬂectances from solar channels are corrected for the atmospheric inﬂuence.
The reﬂectances are corrected for Rayleigh scattering and ozone absorption.
The data from Total Ozone Monitoring Spectrometer (TOMS) is used to get
the ozone optical thickness. Details of this procedure are described in [18]
and [19]. The eccentricity of the earth’s orbit and its eﬀect on solar illumination is taken into account. These corrected reﬂectances and brightness
temperatures along with other parameters are given as input to the cloud
detection algorithm. An algorithm known as Clouds from AVHRR Phase-1
(CLAVR-1) [20] is implemented for the detection of cloudy pixels and cloud
type (see Appendix B). CLAVR-1 is a hierarchical decision-tree based cloud
detection algorithm which employs a series of tests that use thresholds and
exploit heterogeneity of clouds. It also makes use of spectral signatures of
clouds in all ﬁve channels of AVHRR. The algorithm is very robust and also
has been used in the PAL data set.
Two major possible error sources are investigated here before the trend
analysis: the error introduced by assuming that the brightness temperature
(channel 4) is representative of cloud top temperature and the potential impact of orbital drift of NOAA-9 and -14. The ﬁrst assumption is based on
the fact that cloud emissivity in this spectral range is nearly equal to 1
(for optically thick clouds which are analysed in the study) and brightness
temperatures are required to be corrected mainly for water vapour (WV)
absorption above clouds. So far, most of the studies were restricted in estimating WV correction for clear sky conditions in the retrieval of sea and
land surface temperatures [16][21][22][23][24]. Using the radiative transfer
code Streamer [25] and MODIS Level 3 WV data product shows, however,
that for the chosen study area the error induced in CTTs by not applying
WV correction would be less than 0.5K for thick low clouds and would be
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very small (< 0.2K) for high convective clouds. This error would even be
less for the winter season.
The foremost impact of orbital drift to a later afternoon overpass is a
change in solar zenith angle resulting in a cooling trend [16] [24]. However,
the error induced because of orbital drift should be small in this study because there are smaller daily solar zenith angle changes in higher latitudes
resulting in smaller time rates of temperature change [24]. Hence, this eﬀect
will be smaller over the study area with latitudes above 48.5N. Further, this
eﬀect would even be smaller for winter season. Since the winter and summer
seasons are analyzed separately and similar thermal signatures have been
found, this is an indication for a small drift inﬂuence. In addition NOAA9 during 1985-88 and NOAA-14 during 1997-2000 showed similar changes
in equator crossing times, further reducing the potential impact of this effect. Considering both the eﬀects together, the error involved in the present
analysis will be less than 1K.

2.5

Validation

Calibrated reﬂectances and brightness temperatures are validated using the
PAL data set [18] and the thermal infrared channels of the MODIS sensor on
the Terra satellite [9]. Three diﬀerent validation sites, in Europe, China and
USA, are selected and PAL and GAC data sets for any single day, chosen
randomly, are processed and compared. Correlation for all the channels
in all cases between GAC and PAL data sets is found to be larger than
0.90. Histograms of frequency distributions for visible and thermal channels
for GAC and PAL also showed nearly identical signatures (Figs. 2.8 and
2.9). Further, we used MODIS channel 31 (10.78 − 11.28µm) and channel 32
(11.77 − 12.27µm) diﬀerences to conﬁrm the thermal channel diﬀerences of
AVHRR. Although the bandwidth of these MODIS channels is narrower than
for AVHRR, they lie in the same spectral range. Scatter plots of calibrated
AVHRR GAC brightness temperatures showed similar behaviour as MODIS
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for three randomly selected cases.
The cloud top temperatures (CTTs) are validated using MODIS Level 2
Cloud product. Correlation between GAC CTTs and MODIS CTTs have
found to be greater than 0.90 for all the 10 randomly selected cases studied.
As an example, scatter plot of CTTs is shown below (Fig. 2.7) for the day
122 of year 2000 over the study area of Europe.
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Figure 2.7: Scatter plot showing correlation between GAC and MODIS derived CTTs
for day 122 of year 2000 for a test area over Europe.
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Figure 2.8: The PAL and GAC data show similar frequency distributions for the solar
channels of the AVHRR for the month of May 2000 for a test area in north Europe. Note
that due to diﬀerent binning and resolution for the PAL and GAC, the total number of
pixels are not equal.
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Considering all the aspects of potential errors described above, it can be
summarised that an accurate and robust procedure is developed (in ANSI C
language) for the processing of AVHRR GAC level 1b data. It can be used
with little modiﬁcations to evaluate and analyze not only cloud physical properties but also other parameters like surface albedo, sea surface temperature
(SST), Normalized Diﬀerence Vegetation Index (NDVI) etc from long-term
satellite data for diﬀerent regions of the globe. In the next chapters, this
software is used to evaluate cloud properties.
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Chapter 3
Change in cloud top
temperatures over Europe
3.1

Air pollution over Europe

Enormous amounts of pollutants had been emitted in the atmosphere in
Europe, particularly by the industries and power plants in Eastern Germany,
Poland and the Czech Republic in the late 1980s. Economic growth of central
and eastern European countries was driven by the growth in heavy industries
which demanded high energy and power that was supplied mostly from coal
ﬁred power plants. For example, emissions from power plants in the former
German Democratic Republic (GDR) accounted for almost 50 percent of
total emissions of primary particulate matter (PPM). In the western part of
Germany the annual emissions of PPM were 0.4−0.6T g/yr during 1985-1989,
while the values for the eastern part were four times higher, reaching 2.2 −
2.5T g/yr . According to European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme
(EMEP), also the formation of secondary inorganic aerosols was a major
contributor to air pollution over Central Europe in the late 1980s [26][27].
In Poland, heavily industrialized parts like Krakow and Kattowice are the
most polluted ones. The city of Krakow was rated as the third highest in
particulate matter (PM) concentration, with an annual emission of 10, 900t
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in the year 1997. For the same year the annual emission of polluting gases
was 103, 400t, including 26, 900t for sulphur dioxide (SO2 ) alone. Annual
SO2 emissions were more than 7 million tons in the former GDR, 4 million
in Poland and 2 million in the Czech Republic in the late 1980s [27].
After the collapse of the East-Bloc and the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989,
the changes in political and economic scenarios lead to major changes in
industrial activities resulting into strong reduction in air pollution in some
countries. Details of emissions for these countries are shown in Fig. 3.1.
Such strong changes in pollution levels deﬁnitely had an impact on cloud
properties. The episode with very high pollution (1985-88) and with low
pollution (1997-2000) seemed ideal to study the inﬂuence of air pollution on
cloud properties. Due to decrease of aerosol precursor gases, a pronounced
decrease of cloud albedo of about 2 percent from the late 1980s to the late
1990s is observed [26]. During winter in source regions of anthropogenic
particulate matter emissions the cloud reﬂectance was more than 5 percent
lower referring in addition to an absorption eﬀect caused by black carbon in
clouds [26]. In these main European emission areas the high degree of air
pollution generally enhanced the variability of cloud reﬂectance during the
1980s [27]. The changes in cloud top temperatures (CTTs) and variability
could give further insight into aerosol indirect eﬀects. Therefore the thermal
range is evaluated here using long-term satellite measurements.

3.2

Changes in cloud top temperatures

To assess changes and variability in CTTs, two four-year episodes, one in the
late 1980s (1985-1988) and another in the late 1990s (1997-2000) are evaluated. Four years in each episode are used for statistical analysis to strongly
reduce the inﬂuence of interannual variability. These episodes are not only
representative of high and low pollution load [26][27] but also are largely
free of volcanic aerosols in the stratosphere. Two 4 months periods, summer
(May, June, July and August) and winter (November, December, January
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Figure 3.1: a) Annual sulphur dioxide (SO2 ) emissions in Germany (including the former
GDR), Poland, and the Czech Republic, in kilotons for the period 1980-1999, according to
the EMEP database b) Annual emissions of particulate matter (PM) and sulphur dioxide
(SO2 ) for power plants in the area of the former GDR, in kilotons. Data are from the
German Environmental Agency [27].

and February), for each episode are analyzed separately as the height of the
atmospheric boundary layer and temperature inﬂuence on concentration of
pollutants diﬀers most for these months. Data over both sea and land are
evaluated, since continental clouds are aﬀected stronger by the pollutants.
Furthermore continental clouds are divided into two groups, namely, clouds
over polluted regions and comparably remote regions. The regions where
cloud albedo is less than 60 percent in winter season are considered as polluted regions [26]. Daytime GAC data and only those pixels classiﬁed as
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cloudy by the CLAVR algorithm are used for analysis. Channel 4 brightness
temperature is used as a representative of CTT. An identical analysis was
performed for channel 5 as well.
Emphasis is given on low and medium level clouds as in [26], but additionally also convective clouds are considered. Here, convective clouds are
cloudy pixels with the cloud ﬂag of 11 from CLAVR-1 algorithm after undergoing series of contrast, spectral and spatial tests (refer Appendix B for cloud
ﬂags). These clouds are likely to be inﬂuenced by anthropogenic aerosols as
well. The astonishing results (for summer season) for low and medium level
clouds (LM) and for low and medium level plus convective clouds (LMC) over
land (L), sea (S) and polluted regions (P) are tabulated in Table 3.1. All
cloud types over all surface types had lower brightness temperatures during
higher pollution levels. Low and medium clouds over land in the late 1980s
were colder by 2.1K compared to the late 1990s. The temperature drop is
not so strong over sea with 1.3K but stronger in polluted regions where average CTT was 2.9K lower. When convective clouds are added to the low and
medium clouds the changes become strongest, reaching −4.4K over land and
−4.9K over polluted regions. Analysis for only convective clouds over land
shows that clouds were colder by 4.8K and over polluted regions by 5.2K in
summer.
Similar trends have been observed for winter for LM, LMC and also when
only convective clouds were considered. For example, CTT change reached
−1.9K over land and −2.5K over polluted regions for LM clouds. When
convective clouds were also considered this change in CTT reached up to
−3.7K over land and −3.9K over polluted regions. The CTT changes using
channel 5 also show nearly identical trends for LM, LMC and convective
clouds, conﬁrming the observed changes in channel 4. Fig. 3.2 shows the
spatial pattern and magnitude of these changes over study area for LMC
clouds in summer season.
Can such pronounced changes in CTTs be explained by changes in pollution levels over this area during these two episodes? Or can the hypothesis
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Table 3.1: Cloud top temperatures and their changes (in K) for two 4 year periods for
low and medium clouds (LM) and convective clouds added (LMC) over land (L), over sea
(S) and over pollution centres (P) for summer.

Summer
LM

LMC

1985-88 1997-00 Diﬀerence

L

258.9

261.0

-2.1

S

262.6

263.9

-1.3

P

257.9

260.8

-2.9

L

255.6

260.0

-4.4

S

261.8

263.4

-1.6

P

255.2

260.1

-4.9

that the increase in aerosol load, in particular ﬁne aerosols from anthropogenic pollution, lifts clouds and thus decreases CTTs and induces stronger
variability over and around areas of pollution sources be conﬁrmed?
To assess the validity of the hypothesis, ﬁrstly, a statistical analysis using the coeﬃcient of variation is performed. The variability in CTTs for
LMC is much higher in the late 1980s compared to the late 1990s. Fig. 3.3a
shows the coeﬃcient of variation (in thousands) for low and medium level
plus convective CTTs for summer in the late 1980s and Fig. 3.3b for the late
1990s. In the late 1980s, highest variability occurred over and around polluted regions of Poland, Germany and the Czech Republic (so called Black
Triangle). Even during the late 1990s, an area around the industrial zone of
Poland (i.e. Krakow and Kattowice) still shows the highest variability. Similar results have been documented in [26] for variability of cloud albedo. In the
1980s, particulate matter, aerosol precursor gases like sulphur dioxide (SO2)
and nitrogen oxides (NOx ) have been emitted into the atmospheric boundary
layer in huge quantities from power plants, district heating, commercial, industrial and residential combustion, road transport and coal extraction and
reﬁning over Europe. In Poland, emission load was very high over urbanised
cities like Krakow and Kattowice. After the end of the East Bloc in 1989,
changes in politics and economy lead to a considerable decrease of emissions
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during the 1990s. For example, SO2 emissions decreased by about 50 percent
in Europe from 49T g in 1988 to 26T g in 1998 [27].
Secondly, the trend in minimum CTTs for these two episodes is analysed.
Figs. 3.4a and 3.4b show the absolute minimum CTT that occurred during
each day in summer and winter of the late 1980s and the late 1990s. Linear
regression clearly indicates that during the late 1980s (shown in blue colour)
highest cloud tops were colder. In a signiﬁcant number of cases, these minimum CTTs are observed over polluted regions of central and eastern Europe
for both episodes.
And ﬁnally, regions of observed CTT changes coincide with regions where
the strongest modelled inﬂuence of anthropogenic particulate matter is seen
[28] and black carbon emission inventories show highest values [29, 30]. All
these investigations point to CTT changes caused by pollution over Europe.
This observed indirect aerosol eﬀect in the thermal infrared on regional scale
could be equally important but of opposite radiative forcing, and it might
be dominant over the solar radiation changes. Thus it needs to be further
investigated and also for other regions.

3.3

Summary

CTTs over central and eastern Europe are analysed for two four-year episodes
during the late 1980s and the late 1990s using long-term satellite measurements. Tops of low and medium level clouds were colder by more than 2K
and by 4K if convective clouds are included during the late 1980s compared
to the late 1990s. Stronger variability in CTTs is also seen during the late
1980s. A further support for pollution as the cause of CTT changes comes
from a higher impact over metropolitan areas and industrial centers. All
these changes are not contradicting concomitant changes in pollution characteristics over Europe during these two episodes, suggesting that there is an
indirect aerosol eﬀect in the thermal spectral range as well.
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Figure 3.2: Changes in LMC cloud top temperatures (in Kx10) from the late 1980s to
the late 1990s for summer season.
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Figure 3.3: Coeﬃcient of variation of brightness temperatures (in thousands) for low
and medium level plus convective clouds for the late 1980s (a) and for the late 1990s (b).
Lower-left coordinates of study area are (48.5 N, 5.0 W) and upper-right are (57.5 N, 28.5
E). Strongest variability occurs in (a) over polluted regions in Poland, Germany and the
Czech Republic [44].
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Chapter 4
Impact of ship emissions on
cloud properties over coastal
areas
4.1

Overview of ship emissions

The principal emissions from ships include exhaust gases, hydrocarbons and
particulate matter. Ship emissions are one of the least regulated sources
of air pollution. Regionally, this could have an impact on the atmosphere,
radiation and hence on climate. According to an International Maritime
Organization study [31], global ship traﬃc density share reaches 85 percent
in the northern hemisphere. EMEP estimates that the contribution of secondary inorganic particles formed from ship emissions in western European
coastal areas varies between 20-30 percent. Several global inventories for the
energy/fuel consumed by shipping are available [32][33][34]. The most recent
inventory [35] estimates a fuel consumption of approximately 280 million
metric tonnes (Mt) for the year 2001 compared to 64.5Mt in 1950. When
compared to other modes of transport (i.e. aviation and road traﬃc), this
fuel consumption is 16 percent, but due to the diﬀerences in engine exhaust
ship emissions signiﬁcantly contribute to pollutants.
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Ship based trade and activities, and thus emissions continue to grow,
while land based pollution from industries is partly decreasing, particularly
in Europe. SO2 emissions in European seas will increase by almost 45 percent
by the year 2020 [36]. From the year 2015, SO2 emissions from shipping
in Europe are projected to exceed those from land. About 90 percent of
all ship emissions in the North Sea originate from within 90km from the
coast line (Fig. 4.1). These ship emissions could have an impact on the
cloud properties over coastal areas as they can be additional sources of cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN). There are only few studies that use remotely
sensed data to analysed this impact and most of them are limited to studying
microphysical properties of clouds or changes in CCN and/or restricted to
episodes [37][38][39][40][41]. In this context, satellite data for six years from
NOAA-14 is evaluated to assess the possible impact of these ship emissions
on coastal areas in Europe. The study area is chosen in such a way that it
covers English Channel and Europe’s top three polluting harbours, namely
Rotterdam, Antwerp and Milford Haven.

4.2

Evaluation of cloud properties

Cloud albedo and cloud top temperature are evaluated in this case study.
AVHRR GAC level 1b data from NOAA-14 is used and processed as described
in chapter 2. Summer (May, June, July and August) and winter (November,
December, January and February) seasons from 1997 to 2002 are analysed.
The study area is divided into 3 zones, namely coastal zone (CZ), sea zone
(SZ) and land zone (LZ). The CZ is approximately 50km area on either
side of the coast line (deﬁned by the 1km resolution land/sea mask). The
area landwards is categorized as LZ and seawards as SZ. The idea was to
separate the CZ from LZ and SZ so as to analyse the cloud properties of all
the three zones individually, since this 100km area along the coast is most
likely aﬀected by ship emissions due to high ship traﬃc density and shipping
activities like harbouring. Only low level clouds are analysed since they are
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Figure 4.1: a) Projections of SO2 ship emissions for European seas. b) Coastal areas in
Europe with ship activities [36].

most likely to show an impact from ship emissions.
Results (Fig 4.2) indicate that there are changes in cloud properties
(monthly averages) over CZ. The albedo over CZ is increasing, while albedo
over LZ shows a decrease. On the other hand, the cloud top temperatures
(CTTs) over CZ are decreasing and increasing over LZ. Such behaviour of
albedo and CTT over CZ and LZ can be explained by decreasing air pollution over land and increasing ship emissions. The slight increase in albedo
and decrease in CTT over SZ could be due to a weakening but still with less
ship traﬃc detectable inﬂuence of these emissions over sea areas. The ﬁrst
indirect aerosol eﬀect, the Twomey eﬀect, seems to exist for CZ and LZ in
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the solar spectral range, and also the thermal eﬀect (presented in this thesis).
To validate this interpretation, ﬁrstly, we analysed the aerosol optical
thickness data (at 670nm) from Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET, Level
2.0 quality assured and manually inspected) [42] and EMEP Expert Emissions (EMEP-EE) [43]. There are two AERONET stations that fall into our
study area and have a record of aerosol optical thickness for more than 3
years. Fortunately, one falls into LZ (station at Lille, France) and the other
is close to CZ (station at The Hague, Netherlands). The EMEP-EE for
the UK, Netherlands, France, Belgium, North Sea and north-east Atlantic
ocean are also analyzed. The trend is shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. Aerosol
optical thickness for the station (Lille) in LZ and the SOx emissions from
EMEP-EE for all countries conﬁrm decreasing trend in air pollution. A similar decreasing trend from EMEP-EE for all the main pollutants is seen over
these countries. But the station (The Hague) closest to the CZ and EMEPEE for sea areas show an almost constant or slightly increasing trend (in the
case of the north-east Atlantic Ocean).
Since the impact of ship emissions could be more localised, four smaller
regions in the study area are selected and trends in cloud properties are
observed there (refer Fig. 4.6 for selected 4 regions). Region 1 covers an
area in and around harbour Milford Haven, region 2 part of the English
Channel, region 3 areas in and around the harbours Rotterdam and Antwerp
and region 4 is chosen in the open ocean, away from the coast. Observed
trends in cloud albedo and CTTs are shown in Fig. 4.4. Regions 1, 2 and
3 show a sharp increase in cloud albedo and decrease in CTTs compared to
region 4. Rotterdam is the most polluting harbour in terms of NOx , SOx and
particulate matter, followed by Antwerp and Milford Haven. For example,
estimated annual emissions of SO2 from Rotterdam are 3.7kT , followed by
2.2kT for both Antwerp and Milford Haven for the year 2000 [36]. The
English channel is the busiest sea route for almost all types of ships. These
ship emissions are increasing and also predicted to increase further in future.
All the aspects above do point to a possible impact of these emissions on
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cloud properties.
Final conﬁrmation comes from the analysis of variability of cloud properties in the study area (see Fig. 4.6). High variability induced by the pollution
is seen for both cloud albedo and CTTs over these harbours and the coastal
areas. All the trends and variability observed in cloud properties because
of air pollution are in line with the ﬁnding in [26] and [44], where changes
in cloud albedo and cloud top temperatures are studied as a function of air
pollution over Europe.

4.3

Summary

Results of the satellite data analysis suggest an inﬂuence of ship emissions
on cloud albedo and CTTs over coastal areas. It also conﬁrms the fact
that there is an indirect aerosol eﬀect in the thermal range as well. Ship
emissions need particular attention in assessing the cloud properties over
coastal areas and could even be signiﬁcant as shown in this study. This would
directly have an impact on the climate of coastal areas. Various studies
involving ship emission inventories and precise chemical transport models
for such areas are important to further validate such an impact on local or
regional scales. Remote sensing information at higher resolution from recent
more sophisticated sensors like MODIS, POLDER, MERIS, SCIAMACHY
etc could give more insight in this context.
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Figure 4.2: Observed changes in cloud albedo (a) and in cloud top temperature (b) from
May 1997 till August 2002 (monthly averages, in cycles of summer and winter) over the
study area. Increase in cloud albedo and decrease in CTT over coastal zone (CZ), and
vice versa for land zone (LZ) suggest an impact of ship emissions [45].
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Figure 4.3: Aerosol optical thickness data from 2 AERONET stations (a) Lille, and b)
The Hague) conﬁrm the decreasing pollution over land and almost constant trend for the
coastal areas.
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Figure 4.4: EMEP Expert Emission data for four countries and two sea areas conﬁrm
the decreasing pollution over land and almost constant or slightly increasing trend for the
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Figure 4.5: Trend observed in cloud albedo (a) and CTTs (b) for 4 regions from May
1997 till August 2002 (monthly averages, in cycles of summer and winter) covering 3
harbour areas (R1, R3), the English Channel (R2) and a relatively remote ocean region
(R4) clearly conﬁrms the inﬂuence of ship emissions [45].
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Figure 4.6: Coeﬃcient of variation of CTTs over study area and four regions. High
variability can be easily seen over harbours Milford Haven (R1), Rotterdam and Antwerp
(R3), English Channel (R2) and coastal areas [45].
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and outlook
A new indirect aerosol eﬀect in the thermal spectral range is revealed through
two case studies using long-term satellite data from AVHRR. Air pollution
and cloud top temperatures seem to co-vary. This eﬀect could also be equally
important than indirect aerosol eﬀects in the solar spectral range and cannot
be neglected. More and more emphasis on such studies is needed to assess
an impact on the global scale as this may have direct relevance to the earth
radiation budget. Evidence of possible impact of ship emissions on coastal
areas is also presented. Remotely sensed information from satellites could be
key in further understanding of these impacts on regional and global scales.
The foremost task is to develop a procedure to correct the eﬀect of orbital drift of NOAA satellites on measurements. Although this eﬀect, if at all
present, is almost negligible at higher latitudes, could be signiﬁcant at lower
latitudes. This will result in very robust data set, which could be used in
investigating cloud properties of any part of the globe for the last 20 years.
Then, special emphasis will be given on analysing this new indirect aerosol
eﬀect for the entire Europe and the north Atlantic ocean. Due consideration
will be given to the pollution hotspots in Europe, and inﬂuence of anthropogenic pollution and Saharan dust on the north Atlantic. Impact of ship
emissions on coastal areas in Baltic and Mediterrenean Sea would also be an
important issue for the future. For example, Fig. 5.1 shows the diﬀerence in
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low level cloud top temperatures for the entire Europe from 1980s to 1990s
(for summer season). Changes in the cloud top temperatures over land and
ocean are interesting and should be investigated further. Remote sensing
information from AVHRR will be complemented by more sophisticated sensors like MODIS, POLDER, MERIS etc and ground based observations as
well. Overall goal is to better understand the processes and minimise the
uncertaintity in earth radiation budget caused by insuﬃcient knowledge and
quantiﬁcation of aerosol eﬀects on climate.
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Figure 5.1: Changes in low level cloud top temperatures from late 1980s to the late
1990s for summer season (in K).
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Appendix A
NEdT and its limits
The Noise Equivalent Temperature Diﬀerence (NEdT) is a measure for the
noise δR of the thermal channels. It is a function of channel wavelength,
gain, and temperature. It is given by
δR =

√



2GδC 1 − (1 − )

(A.1)

where
=

CP − CSP
CICT − CSP

(A.2)

and
RICT − RSP
(A.3)
CICT − CSP
are pixel, deep space and ICT counts respectively for
G=

CP , CSP and CICT

the thermal channel. G is the channel gain (radiance/count). And δC is
the standard deviation of deep space and ICT counts. RSP and RICT are
the radiances received by the thermal channel from deep space and ICT respectively. The δR calculated with the above formulae should be less than
the NEdT limits (for a given channel and temperature). The calculation of
NEdT limits is out of the scope of the present study, however, an approximate procedure is given below.
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Scientiﬁc basis for the approximation of NEdT limits:
In pre-launch calibration, the spectral response curves for AVHRR thermal channels 3B, 4, and 5 are measured. The responses of the AVHRR in a
small wavenumber interval centered at wavenumber ν1 is measured, then the
spectral response for a wavenumber interval centered at ν2 is measured, and
so forth. For the AVHRRs, before NOAA-15, there were about 20 intervals.
From the NOAA-15 AVHRR onwards, there are about 200 intervals. From
the spectral response measurements, the AVHRR radiance R in each channel
is computed by ﬁrst calculating how much radiance the AVHRR will sense
from a blackbody held at temperature T. For a blackbody at temperature T,
the radiance in a small wavenumber interval around wavenumber ν is given
by
B(T, ν) =

c1ν 3

(A.4)
e )−1
where B(T, v) is the Planck function and c1 and c2 are the Planck con( c2ν
T

stants. The total radiance that the AVHRR measures is computed by adding
up the individual radiances that it receives in each small wavenumber region;


R(T ) =
where νn = ν1 , ν2 , ν3 , ...νN

[B(T, νn ) ∗ SRF (νn ]
(A.5)

SRF (νn )
and SRF (νn ) is the Spectral Response Func-

tion.
In practice, this is done by ﬁrst setting T= 180K and do the calculation,
then set T= 180.1 and repeat the calculation, then set T= 180.2, 180.3,
....339.8, 339.9, 340K and do the calculations. This results in a table of 1,600
blackbody temperatures and AVHRR radiances.
This large (temperature, radiance) table can be accurately replaced by
only one Planck function, one equation. In this new Planck function, only the
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temperature varies; the wavenumber is ﬁxed at a central wavenumber νc . The
temperature variable is also slightly changed, from blackbody temperature T
to T  = a + bT , where a is usually about 0.2 - 0.5K, and b is approximately
0.998 or 0.999. Using only this one equation, one can duplicate the table to
within an accuracy of about 0.001K.
The equation for the AVHRR radiance R(T ) becomes,
R(T ) =

c1νc3

c2νc
T

e(

)

−1

(A.6)

The constant c1νc3 has units of radiance, so call it R0 and the constant
c2νc has units of temperature, call it T0 . Now for the AVHRR, a very good
analytic approximation that ﬁts the AVHRR radiance R versus blackbody
temperature T curve can be written as
R0

R(T ) =
e

T0
T

−1

(A.7)

T0

For simplicity let T  = T . The term e T is usually 100 or more, so neglect
1 compared to this term. Then,
R0

R=

T0

(A.8)

eT
or
T0

eT =

R0
R

(A.9)

and
R0
T0
= log( )
T
R
Taking diﬀerentials on both sides and rearranging,

(A.10)

T0

T 2 e( T ) dR
dT =
R0 T0
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(A.11)

The noise in the AVHRR radiance, dR, is about the same at 200K or
250K as it is at 300K, so the ratio of temperature increments at two diﬀerent
temperatures is
T0

dT
T 2eT
) T0
=(
(A.12)
dT300
300 e 300
The speciﬁed NEdT at 300K is 0.12K for the AVHRR thermal channels,
then call this dT300 . T0 slightly diﬀers for channel 4 and 5, For example,
T0 = 1338.8K for NOAA-14, channel 4 and 1202.4K for channel 5. The actual δR values and NEdT limits for channels 4 and 5 of NOAA-14 for 190K,
200K, 200K and 250K are given below. The observed noise in the thermal
channels is less and within NEdT limits.

Table A.1: Observed noise (δR) and NEdT limits for the thermal channels of the
AVHRR/2 onboard NOAA-14
Brightness temperature (in K)

Channel 4

Channel 5

δR

NEdT limit

δR

NEdT limit

190

0.31

0.64

0.28

0.49

200

0.27

0.50

0.25

0.40

220

0.20

0.33

0.18

0.28

250

0.13

0.20

0.11

0.18
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Appendix B
Cloud detection algorithm
CLAVR-1
The cloud detection algorithm used in this study is known as CLAVR-1,
which is an improved version after experience with the original CLAVR algorithm. CLAVR-1 is a hierarchical decision-tree based cloud detection algorithm which employs a series of tests that use the thresholds and exploit
heterogeneity in clouds. It also makes use of spectral signatures of clouds
in all ﬁve channels of AVHRR. Details about the algorithm, tests and their
thresholds are given below.
Cloud tests:
A pixel array of size 2x2 is passed through the following tests. If all
pixels fail the tests, then they are called clear. If they pass the tests, they
are cloudy or partly cloudy.
• RGCT (Reﬂectance Gross Cloud Test): Channel 2 or channel 1 reﬂectance is compared to a threshold.
• RUT (Reﬂectance Uniformity Test): Diﬀerence between maximum and
minimum channel 2 or 1 reﬂectance in the 2x2 array is compared to a
threshold.
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• RRCT (Reﬂectance Ratio Cloud Test): Ratio of channel 2 to channel
1 is compared to a threshold.
• C3AT/C3AR (Ch 3 Albedo Test/Restoral): Channel 3 albedo is compared to a threshold, whereby, Ch 3 albedo is computed as
C3 AT =

πδR3
100%
cos(Z)Es S3

(B.1)

with
δR3 = B(T3 ) − B(T3e )

(B.2)

and

b
c
d
T3e = T4 − T5 +
a
a
a
where, Es = Square of Earth-to-Sun distance ratio,

(B.3)

Z = Solar zenith angle, and
T3 , T4 and T5 are channel 3, 4 and 5 brightness temperatures, respectively. The coeﬃcients S3 , a, b, c and d are given below.
Satellite

S3

a

b

c

d

NOAA-7

16.0872 1.000000 -2.535500 1.56201 -6.71000

NOAA-9

16.1510 0.982490 -2.659000 1.68550 -1.25000

NOAA-11

16.0707 0.962422 -2.127582 1.16516 -0.74000

NOAA-14

15.8066 1.000000 -2.915924 1.92754 -1.21284

• TUT/TUR (Thermal Uniformity Test/Restoral): Channel 4 brightness
temperatures are compared to a threshold.
• FMFT (Four Minus Five Test): (Channel 4 - channel 5) is compared
with a threshold (TF M F T ), which is given by
TF M F T = A0 T4 + A1 T4 + A2 T4 + A3 T4 + A4 T4 + A5 T4

(B.4)

This equation for the ocean is applied when 240K < T4 < 287K. When
T4 < 240K, the threshold is set to zero. If T4 > 295K, it is set to 4.0K.
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For 287K < T4 < 295K, the following linear relation is used:
TF M F T = 0.154(T4 − 287) + 2.77

(B.5)

For land surfaces, the FMFT threshold equation is applied in the T4
range from 260K to 305K. If T4 < 260K, the threshold is set to
zero; and if T4 > 305K, it is set to 7.8K, a number resulting from
the inclusion of desert observations from AVHRR. When land surface
temperatures become so high during daytime that channels 4 and/or 5
approach saturation values (viz., at and above about 315K), the FMFT
is suspended. The equation coeﬃcients are given as:
Coeﬃcient

FMFT-Ocean

FMFT-Land

A0

9.27066E+04

-1.34436E+04

A1

-1.79203E+03

1.94945E+02

A2

1.38305E+01

-1.05635E+00

A3

-5.32679E-02

2.53361E-03

A4

1.02374E-04

-2.26786E-06

A5

-7.85333E-08

0.0

• TGCT/TGCR (Thermal Gross Cloud Test/Restoral): Ch 4 temperature in the array is compared to a threshold value.
• Cone of specular reﬂection (GAMMA): The restoral tests over ocean
and Antarctica are applied when viewing within a speciﬁed angular
distance from the specular reﬂection direction for a plane ocean surface.
The half-angle of this cone, GAMMA, is deﬁned as:
GAMMA = cos−1 (cos(Zo ) cos(Z) + sin(Zo ) sin(Z)cos(A))

(B.6)

where Zo and Z are solar and satellite zenith angles, respectively, and
A is relative azimuth angle (A < 90◦ - viewing toward the specular ray,
A > 90◦ - viewing away from it).
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Table B.1: Thresholds for cloud tests for daytime CLAVR-1 algorithm
Tests

Land

Ocean

Cloud/mixed tests

Channel used

Threshold

Channel used

Threshold

RGCT

1

> 44%

2

> 30%

RUT

1

> 9%

2

> 0.3%

RRCT

1, 2

0.9 < R < 1.1

1, 2

0.9 < R < 1.1

C3AT

3, 4, 5

> 6%

3, 4, 5

> 3%

TUT

4

> 3K

4

> 0.5K

FMFT

4, 5

> TF M F T

4, 5

> TF M F T

TGCT

4

< 249K

4

< 271K

C3AR

3

< 3%

3

< 3%

TUR

4

< 1K

4

< 0.5K

TGCR

4

> 293K

NA

NA

Clear Restoral tests
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Figure B.1: CLAVR-1 daytime ocean algorithm
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Figure B.2: CLAVR-1 daytime land algorithm
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